
ROAR VBS Drama Session #4 
 
Setting:  Syd and Charlie are still in the escape room pondering the latest puzzle.  Syd is 
holding the paper note clue. There is a general atlas type MAP in the room. 
 
SFX:  DRUMS GROWING 
 
LIGHTS UP 
 
SLIDE:  NOTE 
 
Syd:(Same position as Day 3 end) OK! Let’s do this! (Hand paper to Charlie) Would you 
read the paper out loud for us, Charlie? It helps me think. 
 
Charlie:Sure ...it says, “Pi, I Am sorRy, I was tryIng to support my famiLy with the money 
from poaCHing. Please forgive me. I tried to maKe them stop, But they won’t listeN. StOp 
them! natron 

 
Syd: Hmm. Can I see it?(looks at note) That’s funny, some of these letters are capitalized 
and shouldn’t be. And who is Natron? 
 
Charlie: What if ... (takes extra paper and pen and begins writing down the letters as he says 
them out loud looking back and forth with note on paper)  Let’s see...“ A R I L C H K B N O” 
You know what this means, right? 
 
Syd: (triumphantly)  We need to unscramble it! 
 
Charlie:  Bingo! Hmmmm, this is tough. (scratching out and re-writing/look up at screen 
maybe move fingers around like rearranging letters.  A dramatic pause then) BLACK? 
 
Syd:(concentrating, then excited) Rhino! Black Rhino!  The poachers are going for the black 
rhino! 
 
Charlie: (point to walkie talkie) Call in the answer on the walkie, tell Pi “Black Rhino”. 
 
Syd: Wait! (thinks carefully) What if they are listening? Monitoring the walkie talkie like he 
said? Maybe you should text it to him instead! 
 
Charlie: Wow! Good thinking!!  (grabs phone & texts) Now what? See any more clue? (look 
around room and pick up folded MAP and study it--this is important later) 
 



Syd: What’s that? A map of the park? (look at map with Charlie quietly-wait a moment then 
look up and start pacing) Did it go through? (nervously) We haven’t heard from him in a 
while... Maybe that’s not the right answer.  Maybe we messed up somewhere. 
 
Charlie:(still studying map)  I seriously doubt that! You never mess up, Syd. (deflated, puts 
down map) I’m the one who messes everything up. Sometimes I wonder if I was more like 
you, if my parents wouldn’t have fought all the time and they’d still be together. 
 
Syd: You can’t really believe that, Charlie. You know, (sigh) I said my life is pretty good right 
now, but, it hasn’t always been that way. The beginning of last year was kinda rough. I didn’t 
think anyone understood or could help me, but God was really with me.  It says in Psalm 34 
that He is close to the brokenhearted, and I don’t know what I would have done without His 
love and faithfulness. I’m sorry, more God stuff.  I just can’t help it, honestly. He SAVED me, 
and my life is good. 
 
Charlie: Don’t be sorry. I kinda wish I had some of that peace and hope for the future myself. 
I know haven’t really been there for you, Syd. My mom told me what happened a while back 
and I kept meaning to call you or come hang out, but…..I never did. You said you want to be 
there for me, but I wasn’t really there for you, was I ? I am really sorry, Syd. 
 
Syd: I understand. I am your “little cousin” and you are 13...(put arm around Charlie) 
 
VIDEO:  Host #6  
 
HOST/Pi Video 6: (video cuts in and out)  Hello! I got your message friends! Thanks for 
decoding the letter and letting us know the poachers are after the Black Rhinos!  But do you 
know which location? We only have so many vehicles and rangers and there are 3 different 
places the Black Rhinos congregate. I believe our communication has been compromised, 
SO DON’T SAY OR TEXT ANYTHING ELSE!! If you have any more information, (very 
mysteriously as if giving a secret clue) maybe “Ride the Pony” over to the Explorer and he 
will OPEN up to you. Go to HIM and you will see. I must go now.  (Talking to someone off 
camera) What? OH NO! (video blink/shift/) The poachers are at the cell tower! Ride the 
Pony! Ride the (transmission lost) 
 
Charlie: What did he say? Could you understand him? 
 
Syd:  He said communication has been compromised. Then the video was cut off. Maybe 
the poachers cut the phone signal? How are we going to communicate now?? 
 
Charlie: But what was he talking about the Explorer? He will “open up to you”.  What does 
that mean? 
 



Syd:(approach Explorer) Look! There is a camera! (Pointing above the picture) But what 
does “Ride the Pony” mean? There aren’t any horses in here…(keep looking closely) 
 
Charlie: Well (chuckle)….Ride the Pony is a dance from a video game. 
 
Syd: Can you do it? Wait! Come over here…(wave hands around) it has a light like a motion 
detector! Do the dance here! (motion to spot directly in front of Explorer picture). 
 
Charlie: (a little self conscious, but willing) Yeah…here goes nothing  (Cracks knuckles or 
takes a quick stretch,weakly--without much enthusiasm, do the Ride the Pony dance) 
 
SFX: OLD TOWN ROAD MUSIC 
 
Syd: It that it? Come on Charlie, do it with enthusiasm! 
 
Charlie: (REALLY GOES ALL OUT, then slightly out of breath; wait for laughter to reduce 
before delivering line) Nothing’s... happening… Maybe we both need to do it! Come here 
Syd! 
 
Syd:  Oh well, hope that camera’s not broadcasting to the entire theme park.  (He joins 
Charlie in Riding the Pony) 
 
SFX:  Panel Makes a Sudden Open SOUND and music fades out 
 
Syd: LOOK! It opened! (He reaches to the picture and open panel. Looks inside and takes 
out a paper-wait to deliver line if audience active) What is THAT?  
 
Charlie: COOL!!! (bent over out of breath?) What does it say? 
 
Syd:(reading paper)  “Change to Channel 414”  
 
Charlie: That’s it! We can change stations on the walkie talkies and communicate with Pi 
and they won’t hear us! (picks up walkie talkie and turns knob) 
 
Syd: But what do we say? Natron didn’t say where they will be…. 
 
Charlie: That’s because Natron isn’t a person, it’s a lake! It was on the map, Lake Natron! 
(pick up walkie talkie and speak) Go to LAKE NATRON! 
 
Video: HOST #7 
HOST/Pi Video 7: YOU DID IT ! CONGRATULATIONS! (People jumping around and yelling 
in background, Hooray! We Did it!!)WE GOT YOUR MESSAGE AND STOPPED THE 
POACHERS! THANK YOU, THANK YOU! The black rhino have been saved!  (Removing 



costume)I hope you enjoyed Serengeti Escape.  Have a wonderful rest of the day at Wally 
World.  Please exit to your left. 
 
Syd:  We did it!!  You were amazing Charlie! 
 
Charlie:  Well, I could not have done it without you.  You know, you’re a pretty smart kid. 
 
Syd:  Thanks, cuz, you’re not too shabby yourself.  I guess the concert has already started. 
By the time we make it over to the other side of the park, fighting the crowd and traffic we 
might miss it altogether. 
 
Charlie:  That’s OK, I’m just glad I got to hang out with you...cuz. 
 
RO:(enters with slow clap, impressed with 2 special passes in hand) I have to hand it to you, 
we hit you with our most difficult scenario and you two were AMAZING! (gives Charlie back 
his phone) I know you were concerned about your VIP passes, but I talked to the park 
manager and they have agreed to let you take our SECRET ACCESS UNDERGROUND 
park tunnels, so you can still make it to the concert in time. It should take about 2 minutes. 
Right this way.  OH! I almost forgot, here are TWO GOLD CARD Season Passes. A fast 
pass on all rides and VIP passes to all concerts. Congrats! 
 
Syd & Charlie jump up and down, high five & cheer. 
 
SFX:  Drum Outro 
Charlie: I can’t believe this! Life IS…. GOOD!!!  
 
Syd: Life is GOOD, and GOD is good! Come on! Only 2 minutes in the SECRET 
TUNNELS!!!  I thought they were an urban legend. This was the BEST DAY EVER!! 
 
Blackout 
 
 
 


